
Installs in minutes with no drilling required.  
Lifetime warranty!

Vehicle base for the

SPECIFICATIONS
Placement
Passenger side, in front, where seat frame meets 
floor board.

Drilling Required
None - uses existing seat bolts

Seat Configuration     
Bucket

Pole or Pedestal
Ordered Separately

Weight
6.1 lbs

Construction/Finish
Steel/Black Powdercoat

Dimensions
A = 18.23", B = 7", C = 1.95", 
Hole Center = 16.31" 

Features

Complete Vehicle Mount
RAM-VB-172-SW1

RAM No-Drill TM Seat BasesItem Number
RAM-VB-172 & RAM-VB-172-SW1

FORD EDGE (2007-2013)
FORD FUSION (2013)
FORD FIESTA (2014-2015)
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Vehicle Base
RAM-VB-172

Vehicle base for the

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Depending on your make and model, there may be  pieces of plastic trim that cover the lower front of the seat frame 
legs.  This will need to be removed and stored.  If you wish to reinstall this piece of trim, you will have to modify it to fit 
over the stamped metal base.

1. Move the passenger side seat to its rearmost position.  Using socket wrench, loosen and remove the two             
bolts holding the seat frame legs to the floor board.

2. Place the No-Drill™ base over the seat frame legs with the pedestal platform near the center of the vehicle.
Note that for the Ford Fusion, the base will install under the seat frame legs, not over them.

3. Re-install the two seat frame bolts.  Start the thread by hand and then fully tighten with the 18MM wrench.

NOTE:  For the Fiesta, the base will install over the top of the seat frame legs, not under them.

RAM No-Drill TM Seat BasesItem Number
RAM-VB-172 & RAM-VB-172-SW1

FORD EDGE (2007-2013)

FORD FIESTA (2014-2015)
FORD FUSION (2013)

The photo below depicts the install into a Ford Fusion.  The arrows show areas where the fit is tight.  This base does
touch the carpeting of the center hump.  It will also touch and flex slightly the plastic seat leg covers.  This does not
affect the functionality or appearance of the seat leg covers.  
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